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A Slick and Savvy High-tech Coach Redefines ‘One-of-a-kind’
(Columbus, Ohio) Creative Mobile Interiors (CMI), a custom conversion specialist,
recently delivered a state-of-the-art executive day coach to a CEO and his family in northern
Ohio. The luxurious MCI J4500 will function as a corporate coach for business and a motor
home for pleasure. Boasting a unique interior design and one of the most extensive
audio/visual systems ever created at CMI, this vehicle is top-of-the-line.
The sophisticated electronics (later) are only one of the many extraordinary features in
this chic custom coach. When you step aboard, the bus grabs your attention immediately with
its custom LED-illuminated stairway, hydrographic-finished dashboard, and flashy materials and
finishes. Both driver area seats are custom built for long-term comfort and the co-pilot seat
includes an air-operated slide out step platform. Incorporated into the driver’s control area is a
complete system receiver with AM/FM/CD/MP3/GPS and back-up camera monitoring system.
The first, and largest, area of the coach acts as a versatile luxury lounge and features
three interactive seating areas and three TVs – one 40” and two 32” LCDs. The initial area
within the lounge includes four barrel chairs taken from the owner’s existing coach that were
reupholstered and reinstalled in the new coach. Between each chair are custom built tables with
storage. The counter-top material for these tables (and the rest of the coach) is an exclusive
Avonite – a solid-surface material with gem stone-like facets. The second lounge area consists
of two custom sofas across from one another. The passenger side sofa is a “U” shape with a
removable Avonite table. The third interactive area consists of a custom built dinette across

from a third sofa. The operable sofa can be moved towards the dinette via electric slides,
bringing the guests closer together for conversation, games, or dinner time.
Following the expansive seating area is an exceptional galley complete with built-in
microwave, built-in coffee maker and a full size refrigerator. The galley includes an under
mounted stainless steel sink with custom faucet fixtures and a counter-top cover to create more
kitchen work space. Fabulous glass tile adorns the backsplash and LED lighting glows from
beneath the cabinetry. Windows into the upper cabinetry allow beautiful glassware to be on
display. Rear of the galley area is the elegant lavatory. The lavatory has custom built cabinetry
containing a vessel style sink and custom wall mounted faucet fixture. The moody and
mysterious color palette is also on display in the bathroom – best seen in the gloss-black toilet.
Located across the hallway from the restroom is an expansive storage area containing the main
A/V closet. The final area is the private rear lounge. This exclusive area features a large "U"
shaped seating area with a motorized slide that, with a touch of a button, changes into an
enormous bed. This multifunctional bedroom/meeting lounge also includes a 40” and a 32” LCD
monitor.
The comprehensive A/V system consists of six LCD TVs, two audio receivers (including
iPod docking), two PS3/Bluray units, one Kaleidescape whole-house entertainment server,
Rhapsody online music service and a DirecTV in-motion satellite system with two satellite
receivers. An Extron audio/video switcher enables individual passengers the capability to view
or listen to different media on different devices at the same time. A 5-channel stereo system and
10” subwoofer are located in each of the front and rear lounge areas and a WiFi router and
amplifier provide internet capability throughout the coach. The system also includes outdoor
components with a speaker system and an LCD TV located in an under-floor bay. All of the
components of this entire system are easily controlled via a touch screen remote control.
This coach possesses many other top of the line amenities and features. Please visit our
website at www.creativemobileinteriors.com where you can see more photos and details of this, and

many other, extraordinary vehicles. CMI was founded in 1999 and recently moved into their new
headquarters at 6237 Seeds Road in Grove City, Ohio, a suburb of Columbus. The company
specializes in converting motor coaches, Sprinter vans, trailers and mini-coaches into luxury,
commercial, recreational and specialty vehicles outfitted with custom top-of-the-line amenities and
electronics. CMI can be reached at (614) 539-4600.

